
MOVING TERMS
SIMPLIFIED

10

ACCESSORIAL1

BILL OF LADING
3 The receipt for your goods and the contract for their transportation. 

It is your responsibility to understand the bill of lading before you
sign it.  This is an important document.  Do NOT lose or misplace
your copy.

HIGH VALUE ARTICLE4 Items included in a shipment that are valued at more than $100 per
pound.  These items should be disclosed to the mover to ensure
that they are protected accordingly.

INVENTORY5 The detailed descriptive list of your household goods showing the
number and condition of each item.

ORDER FOR SERVICE6 The document authorizing the mover to transport your household
goods.

SHUTTLE SERVICE
7 Service providing a smaller truck to access locations such as

mini-storage units, apartments or neighborhoods that might
prevent tractor trailer to access your location.  Charges for these
services are in addition to transportation charges.

STORAGE-IN-TRANSIT
8 Also know as SIT, this is temporary warehouse storage of your

shipment pending further transportation.  For example, if your new
home isn't quite ready to occupy, added charges for SIT service and
final delivery charges from the warehouse will apply.

TRANSPORTATION
CHARGES9
Charges for the vehicle transportation portion of your move.  These
charges apply in addition to the additional service charges.

VALUATION
10 The degree of "worth" of the shipment.  The valuation charge that

you are assessed compensates the mover for assuming a greater
degree of liability than that provided for in the base transporation
charges.

THIRD PARTY SERVICES
2 Charges for services not performed by the mover, but instead by a

craftsman at your request, such as crating, appliance services
or pool table & grandfather clock preparation.  The charges for
these services are paid for by the mover and added to your bill of
lading charges.

Services such as packing, unpacking or shuttle service that you request to be
performed.  Charges for these services are in addition to transportation
charges.


